
Absorber A700

Premium flexible sound absorber for studios, offices, Hifi,
living rooms, call centers, banks, gastronomy, classrooms

above: A700 in a call center

below: A700 in an office

Oversize A700 (900 x 200 cm) in a staircase

The A700 is a highly effective sound

absorber designed for ambitious spaces.

The fabric cover is printed individually

and can be replaced by the customer

easily whenever needed. A projection

fabric for use as a screen is also avail-

able. The A700 improves the acoustical

quality of a room drastically. This in-

cludes the increase of speech intelligi-

bility as well as the reduction of noise

levels, thereby increasing the ability to

concentrate. These absorber are avail-

able as wall and ceiling modules and

can be fitted freely suspended at the

ceiling using a mounting kit. In addition

to the standard dimensions custom and

oversize designs are available.
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custom and oversize

modules are avail-

able on request
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Application

Design

Dimension

Overall Depth

Absorber Core

Back Plane

Mounting

Fabric

Sound Absorption

Call centers, offices and lounges,

Seminar and lecture rooms,

Daycare centers and schools,

Event and concert spaces,

Restaurants, cinemas, offices

unilateral sound absorber

with aluminium frame for

quick change of fabric

M, L, K, Q or custom (even oversize)

5,5 cm

B1 according to DIN 4102

free of mineral fiber, chlorinated

compounds, CFCs and halogens

3 mm HDF

wall mounting using back plane or

ceiling mounting

using additional

set of mounting

material, height

adjustable

10 - 100 cm or

10 - 200 cm or

10 - 300 cm

custom printed, image resolution

depending on project 50 - 300 dpi

Class A according to EN ISO 11654

a W = 0,95

Specifications A700

Size M
215 x 120 cm

Size L
215 x 60 cm

Size Q
120 x 120 cm

Size K
120 x 60 cm

Sound absorption versus frequency


